Jacoby Expo’s

Trade Show Manager Checklist
A lot of people ask me what I stuff in my show binder - I like to keep it old school, but you can stick to the modern
way... just make sure you save offline - and I’m more than happy to divulge my show binder must-have files.
1. Vendor contracts. I keep this handy in case I need to hold people accountable for their agreements if they need
a reminder of our terms.
2. Approved signage, structures, graphics, and placements.
3. BEO’s. The Banquet Event Order is essential for letting personnel know how the room needs to be set up for
food and beverage.
4. Resume of orders. I find keeping this on hand promotes accuracy.
5. Show Management and Sponsor Freight manifest. This document contains a complete list of cargo/freight items
shipped to the show which helps me track down items should the need arise.
6. Exhibitor manual. Without fail, there will be a handful of exhibitors that will need to peruse the handbook for
rules and regulations.
7. Exhibitor list. This helps me keep track of who I should be expecting and I can quickly share it with others
instead of going by memory. I organize this both by company name alpha and by booth number order
8. Most up-to-date floor plan. Your contractors and exhibitors should have the most recent floorplan, but in case
someone dropped the ball, you have one at your disposal. Floor plans for meeting spaces too
9. Business cards. A staple that every entrepreneur should have on hand for networking.
10. Employee emergency contacts.
11. List of all vendor/team leads and contact number.
12. VIP’s. Make sure you always know who the major players are.
13. Comprehensive schedule inclusive of:
Education tracks and guest speakers
Exhibit Hall hours
First Aid hours
Registration hours
Security Deadline
14. Emergency evacuation/procedures from building/facility
15. Closest Business Center hours/contact info
16. Hotel rooming list of full group and hotel room confirmations of those going to master
17. Audio Visual, Internet and Electrical Orders for Show Management
18. Overall Event Budget
19. Security Schedule including sample badges for security
20. Registration Temporary Staff Schedule
21. App Information if applicable
22. Restaurant hours and delivery information
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